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Abstract
In the radio frequency (RF) range concern about long-term health risks from electromagnetic
fields (EMF) is enhanced by contradictory results and conclusions from epidemiologic studies. A
new approach of a synoptic analysis of all available data from epidemiological studies published
since 2001 was performed. This approach provided new insight with regard to a potential link
between mobile phone use and brain cancer. Two quite different data pools could be identified
with numerous studies from one research group opposing all other studies. However, it could be
shown that with the number of exposed cases both data pools exhibit a clear trend of risk estimates (odds ratios) towards the final result, namely a reduced cancer risk of OR = 0.8, though from
either side of the zero-risk line. The analysis of potential long-term effects indicated by a dosedependence revealed diverging results with different dose metrics. Overall, the synoptic analysis
supports reassuring rather than alarming conclusions on RF EMF health risks from mobile telecommunication.
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1. Introduction
In the past, already several times technological progress has dramatically changed the electromagnetic environment, such as the start of wide-spread use of electricity at the end of the 19th century which made extremely low
(power) frequency (ELF) electric fields (EF) and ELF magnetic fields (MF) omnipresent in daily life. Then
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broadcasting made radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic fields (EMF) up to about 100 MHz appearing throughout
countries, worldwide and later television added RF EMF of several 100 MHz. Therefore, the introduction of
mobile telephony with worldwide dissemination which added to or replaced former analogue technology with
frequencies around 1 GHz is not a unique event with regard to changes in EMF environment.
In the meanwhile, ELF MF and RF EMF became a source of public concern about potentially induced adverse health effects, including cancer. This triggered considerable scientific effort to clarify whether or not there
might be a health risk even at levels well below existing exposure limits. Similar to the ELF range, in spite of
meanwhile numerous studies, also in the RF range public concern is still increasing as indicated by the continuously increasing number of publications related to RF EMF health risk. This could be demonstrated by a literature search in the Google Scholar database (Figure 1).
Based on epidemiologic evidence for a possible association of ELF MF with childhood leukemia which was
concluded to be limited, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) of the World Health Organization (WHO) has classified MF of the entire ELF range as possibly carcinogenic to humans class 2B [1]. Likewise, again mainly based on limited epidemiologic evidence IARC classified EMF of the entire RF range as
possibly carcinogenic to humans class 2B [2].
Existing recommendations, standards or laws aim at preventing the population from any established adverse
health effect from RF EMF [3]-[5]. However, the regulations still include disclaimers that exposure limits would
not account for potential long-term health effects. As an example, in its EMF directive for workers the European
Commission stated that the directive “did not address the long-term-effects, including the possible carcinogenic
effects, of exposure to time-varying electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields, for which there is currently
non conclusive scientific evidence establishing a causal relationship” which is a wording that suggests such effects could be expected in the future [4]. It is obvious that such a wording is not extremely reassuring.
In the ELF range concern is driven by contradictory results of individual studies and the fact that the body of
epidemiologic studies including meta-analyses exhibits an offset towards an increased risk (solely) for childhood
leukemia. However, the synoptic analysis of all available evidence could already reveal that, overall, with increasing numbers of exposed cases included in a study the evidence for childhood leukemia convincingly approaches the zero risk line and finally stays there [6].
However, in the RF range the situation regarding epidemiologic studies is somewhat more difficult. It is characterized by results and risk assessment from a particular group opposing all other studies. On the one hand,
numerous studies of the Swedish group of Hardell et al. (SHG) report on consistent and statistical significantly
elevated risk of brain cancer [7]-[14]. On the other hand, there are results of the multinational interphone study
(IPS) with 13 countries participating [15] [16], and numerous other national studies (ONS) including Sweden
which report on a lack of carcinogenic evidence up to 10 years mobile phone use with some uncertainty with
regard to specific cancers at prolonged exposure [17]-[36].
These two subgroups of studies with each of them relying on their own consistent results contradictorily conclude on alarming as well as reassuring evidence leaving it up the public to choose whom to believe.

Figure 1. Number of publications Npub listed by Google Scholar for the
key words “EMF and health risk and RF electromagnetic fields”.
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In this situation this paper presents a new approach by assessing the entire available evidence from epidemiological case-control studies and performing a synoptic analysis of all available data published so far rather than
just relying on a few selected studies or some particular results picked out of the pool of evidence for drawing
conclusions. It is shown that this new approach allows gaining new insights and contributes to health risk assessment.

2. Method
In the meanwhile it has become common practice that papers on epidemiologic studies include tables with an
extensive number of detailed results in terms of risk estimates (odds ratios, OR) which have been calculated for
a large variety of different scenarios such as kind of tumor, tumor location, laterality, radiation source (e.g. mobile phone, wireless, DECT), exposure scenario (e.g. urban or rural), magnitude of exposure and dose metric
(e.g. cumulated number of calls, cumulated call time, subscription time, use years). However, so far conclusions
are drawn by authors based on only one or few selected worst case OR values, likewise, health risk assessment
bodies pick out such single values. So far, no use is made of the entire pool of data.
In the new synoptic approach all available ORs of available epidemiologic case-control studies published
from 2001 until 2014 were presented and analyzed such as to identify any dose dependence. Studies were identified by a literature search in the data bases PubMed, FEMU and IEEE. In case values were given both unadjusted and adjusted for cofactors, the latter were used. The studies were included without further selection criteria such as the size of the study or exposure metric. The entire body of available data was analyzed without any
further restrictions.
The pool of data was analyzed to check the following issues:
1) Is there a time-trend of the published data which could indicate substantial changes in design of epidemiologic studies which could impair the relevance of older data or a trend to any stable result? Therefore, the time
dependence of reported risk estimates was analyzed.
2) Since the power of a study increases with its size, it could be expected that larger studies including
pooled-analyses should result in more reliable risk estimates than smaller ones. Therefore, the body of data was
analyzed in dependence on the number of exposed cases.
3) Different studies used quite different cut-off points for classifying exposure and dose, making their result
difficult to compare. Therefore, the data were synoptically analyzed in dependence on quantitative dose metrics
to identify a potential dose-response as an indicator for a causal relationship between RF EMF exposure and
brain cancer.

3. Results
Overall, 30 epidemiologic studies on mobile phone use and brain cancer with 2211 reported OR values could be
analyzed [7]-[36]. Figure 2 presents an overview on the pooled data related to overall or selected brain tumors
irrespective their statistical significance. It shows the dependence on the number of exposed cases Nexp starting
with ORs with very weak power since they had been calculated even on the basis of one exposed case only.
Overall, the data exhibit a pronounced dependence on Nexp in terms of a funnel-shaped pattern with a wide variance of ORs at low Nexp extending from 0.18 up to 8.10 at either side of the zero risk line OR = 1. With increasing Nexp the variance decreases. However, it can be seen that data exhibit two separate clusters. This confirms the systematic differences between reported results of the SHG and all other existing studies (AOS) which
include ANS and IPS. It needs to be noted that the data of ANS and IPS exhibit a good overall agreement among
each other. In contrast, it can be seen that SHG cluster is considerably shifted towards enhanced risk while the
majority of AOD data are shifted towards the opposite side indicating a reduced cancer risk. It needs to be
stressed that apart from the systematic differences, both data sets exhibit a strong dependency of reported OR
values on Nexp although with differences in the details. It should be noted, that ORs tend towards reduced risk
from either side of the zero-risk line. This is demonstrated even clearer by the subset of statistic significant ORs
as presented in Figure 5.
To identify potential reasons for the obvious discrepancy between SHG and AOS data as a parameter of the
study design the ratio of the number of controls Ncontr and the number of exposed cases Nexp was analyzed. The
synoptic analysis revealed that ORs do not depend only on Nexp as shown in Figure 2 but also on the associated
number of controls Ncontr as expressed by the ratio. It can be seen that in the IPS the highest ORs are found,
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Figure 2. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on brain cancer and telecommunication handset use over the total number of exposed cases (Nexp).

if Ncontr was much lower than Nexp. In SHG data similar relationships can only be found in subsets. However, it
needs to be noted that the ratio varies over a large span although study designs aimed at selecting at least as
many controls as cases (Figure 3). The presentation demonstrates a striking difference between SHG and AOD
also in respect to this parameter which is associated with the design of the study or at least with the design of the
data analysis. In the IPS the range of controls per case extends over one order of magnitude from 0.22 to 3.44.
However, the situation is quite different with SHG data. In this case the range of controls per case is spread 100
fold wider and amounts to three orders of magnitudes, ranging from 0.14 to 126. This also indicates a striking
difference in the study design of SHG and IPS.
Because of the systematic difference of SHG and AOS data, time trend analysis had to be performed separately. SHG data showed only a slight increase of OR with time. The regression line remains above OR = 1 with
a regression coefficient R 2 = 0.0105. Similar to this, the regression line of AOS data exhibits also a slight increase with a regression coefficient R2 = 0.0114 (Figure 4), however, at the opposite side of the zero-risk line.
In addition to Figure 1 the difference between SHG and AOS data becomes even clearer if the presentation is
restricted to statistical significant ORs only. Figure 5 demonstrates the striking fact that the 8 SHG studies reported many more significant ORs than all the 31 other studies taken together. In addition, strikingly, all significant ORs reported by the SHG indicate increased risks with only one exception at a large Nexp which is OR =
0.8. It is interesting to note that SHG risk estimates exhibit a strong dependence on Nexp in terms of a decreasing
ORs with increasing Nexp towards zero risk and even beyond it. However, while there is some variance among
the SHG data a puzzling cutoff can be seen at about OR = 1.3 which may indicate an artifact. However, there is
still the lonesome value at the largest Nexp which, interestingly, fits exactly with the result of AOS at this Nexp.
The overall trend of SHG data to decrease with Nexp heads towards OR = 0.8. Apart from the overall pattern
Figure 5 also demonstrates that statistical significant SHG results differ considerably from AOS data also in
another aspect.
While almost all significant SHG results are well above OR = 1 indicating enhanced risks, the majority of
significant AOS data remains right at the opposite side of the zero-risk line OR = 1, hence, indicating a decreased cancer risk. It must be noted, however, that there are also AOS data above the zero-risk line which fit to
the SHG data but clearly converge towards the limit value OR = 0.8. Interestingly, with increasing Nexp all statistical significant data both of SHG and AOS exhibit a conclusive trend of heading towards the risk estimate
OR = 0.8.
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Figure 3. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on brain cancer
and telecommunication handset use over the ratio of the number of controls (Ncontr) and number of exposed cases (Nexp).

Figure 4. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on brain cancer and telecommunication handset use in dependence on year of publication (above: HDG data; below: AOS data,
full circles… Interphone studies, open circles… other national studies except HDG).
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Figure 5. Odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on brain
cancer and telecommunication handset use over the year of publication tpubl
(above: HDG data; below: AOS data).

In addition, the data were analyzed in dependence on dose. However, quite different results were found with
different dose parameters which have been calculated based on guesses in questionnaires filled out by phone users and/or from subscription data of network providers.
With regard to the cumulated call time as derived from customer’s estimates on average call duration, average
number of calls and average use time per call (CCT) SHD data exhibit ORs which initially remain constant at
the increased risk estimate OR = 1.5 until a CCT of several 100 h and continuously increases afterwards (Figure
6). The quadratic regression coefficient amounts to R 2 = 0.2048. Interestingly, data from AOS show a somewhat
similar relationship, although at another OR level. Until a CCT up to several 100 h the data show no dose dependence, however, this time remaining at the level OR = 0.8. Only afterwards the regression curve continuously increases towards values larger than 1. The quadratic regression factor is R2 = 0.2867 (Figure 6).
With regard to cumulated use years (CUY) as derived from questionnaires in terms of years of use or latency
in terms of time of use prior diagnosis results are controversial between SHG and AOS (Figure 7). The quadratic regression curve of SHD data starts with a continuous increase of OR with CUY. The coefficient of quadratic regression amounts to R2 = 0.1734. In contrast to this, the analysis of AOS data shows a regression curve
starting at zero risk towards decreased risk until about 5 CUY, and afterwards approaches again the zero risk
value OR = 1. The regression coefficient of quadratic regression is R2 = 0.0027.
With regard to the dose metric number of calls (NOC) as derived from questionnaires, no data were available
from SHG. Again the data from AOS exhibited almost no dependence on dose (Figure 8). The regression line
remained flat over almost four orders of magnitudes at a reduced risk level of OR = 0.75 and only afterwards
slightly increases towards zero risk. The regression coefficient R2 = 0.0283.

4. Discussion
Instead of just picking out selected single results the synoptic analysis makes use of all existing evidence in
terms of available data of epidemiologic case-control studies. This allowed identification of yet unknown quantitative relationships. Pooling data irrespective their statistical significance is justified by the fact that in the absence of any Bonferroni correction for multiparametric testing statistical significance of results of these studies
might be challenged anyway. The synoptic analysis showed that also statistical non-significant ORs provide a
valuable contribution. The patterns of the entire data allow gaining additional information and new insights.
The most interesting result is the strong dependence of ORs on Nexp which is a surrogate for the statistical
power of a study. This is not self-evident and needs to be noticed. Such a dependence is not new. Interestingly, a
similar overall pattern has been found with the data of ELF MF and childhood leukemia [6], however, now in
case of RF EMF with two important differences:
Firstly, in the ELF range, the results of all published studies fitted well into one overall pattern. However, in
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Figure 6. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on brain cancer and telecommunication
handset use in dependence on the low border of cumulated call time intervals of exposure groups (above: HDG data; below:
AOS data, full circles… Interphone studies, open circles… other national studies except HDG).
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Figure 7. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on brain cancer and telecommunication
handset use in dependence on the low border of cumulated use time intervals of exposure groups (above: HDG data; below:
AOS data).
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Figure 8. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on brain cancer and telecommunication handset use in dependence on the low border of cumulated number of calls intervals of exposure groups
(AOS data).

contrast, the available RF data pool showed two quite different clusters with SHG data being systematically different in many aspects from all other published data and even other results based on the same Swedish population [18] [29] [31] [33]. Such a difference was already obvious just from the differences in the reported selected
OR values. This has already been discussed by others [37] [38]. However, the presented synoptic analysis could
reveal systematic deviations in the HDG study design which might help explain the encountered differences.
Secondly, in the ELF range with increasing Nexp the ORs clearly and conclusively headed towards zero risk
OR = 1, and above a certain Nexp stayed there. In contrast to this, although with a similar trend, RF data tended
towards a risk value associated with reduced risk. It needs to be stressed that this is found irrespective the puzzling differences between SHG and AOS data. But in contrast to the ELF case thanks the outmost right SHG
data point, both data pools head towards the same risk estimate OR = 0.8, although from different sides of the
zero-risk line. Consequently, both data pools agree in indicating a reduced cancer risk.
It is an important finding that the look at the entire data pool and the overall convergence at the end remove
the discrepancy in the conclusions so far drawn from the SHG and AOD data. This could help overcome controversial debates.
However, the finding that in contrast to the ELF range, pooled RF ORs converge towards a reduced risk does
not yet indicate that in fact RF EMF might be associated with cancer risk reduction. One major difference to the
ELF range is, that in the RF range exposure assessment is a much greater challenge. This is due to the problem
of gaining reliable quantitative data or adequate surrogates to estimate the local exposure from telecommunication headsets. In the ELF range exposure assessment is straighter forward because of a whole-body exposure and
the known characteristics of MF field sources and their generated MF, while in the RF range exposure is local
and its assessment has to rely on soft data which are prone to bias such as people’s memory or subscriber data
from network providers in particular with regard to historical exposure. To make it even more complicated exposure assessment has to cope with frequent changes in mobile telecommunication technology, devices and use
pattern.
However, pooling of the entire data includes all exposed groups irrespective of the magnitude and/or duration
of exposure. Consequently, it could be argued that groups of weakly exposed persons could have a potential
lower risk which could mask a long-term effect in terms of a higher risk at higher doses. Of course, this hypo-
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thesis does not explain the encountered risk reduction. However, to consider this argument a potential dependence on dose was studied. The results showed that different exposure metrics exhibited quite different dose
responses. From AOS data a long-term risk could hardly be concluded from cumulated call numbers and cumulated use years. However, with cumulated call time the result differed. While there was no dose response up to
several hundred hours, at larger CCT a delayed increase of ORs could be found towards OR = 1 indicating either
a delayed onset of a long-term effect or an artifact. It is not yet clear whether CCT is a more reliable dose metric
than CUY or CCN and whether it is indeed associated with a long-term effect.
There are several indications supporting an artifact hypothesis such as
a) the CCT results are not supported by those of other dose parameters. It needs to be noted that the quantitative
relationship among the various dose parameters and with regard to tissue exposure is yet unknown;
b) the assessment of the largest exposure period suffers from the highest uncertainty;
c) a delayed dose-response would be in contradiction to existing well established knowledge on physical and
biological interaction mechanisms;
d) there is no interaction model neither physical nor biological which could explain such a dose-dependence;
e) a delayed dose-response would necessarily have to result from a crossover effect from one call to another
which needs to last long enough to bridge the gap of even many hours or days to allow a cumulative effect
be generated;
f) there is no explanation why potential crossover effects, if existent would not continuously cumulate with
time but could lead to a biologic response delayed by many years;
g) a delayed dose-response would require the long-term absence of any repair mechanism for potential effects.
Therefore, whether the observed risk reduction is due to bias, lifestyle, another co-factor or in fact a result of
RF EMF exposure is yet open. However, both the overall dependence of ORs on N exp and the dose-response
analysis have one thing in common: they did not support alarming findings. Therefore, the synoptic analysis of
the pooled epidemiologic results supports reassuring rather than alarming conclusions on health risks from mobile telephony.

5. Conclusion
The synoptic analysis proved to be a valuable tool and provided new insight into the data from epidemiologic
studies on a potential link between telecommunication handset use and brain cancer. It exhibited that reported
differences between published results of the SHG and AOS are reflected by two different data pools indicating
major design differences in SHG’s study and/or data analysis. In both data pools risk estimates clearly depend
on the statistical power. However, it was shown that with increased number of exposed cases both data pools
head towards the same OR value though from different sides. Existing uncertainties with regard to excessive
and/or long-term handset use justify clarification by further research. Overall, the synoptic analysis supports
reassuring rather than alarming conclusions on RF EMF health risks from mobile telephony.
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